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A RESOLUTION

TO URGE THE RECONSIDERATION OF THE DECISION TO BAN THE POST-TOUCHDOWN SONG, OH-WE-OH, AND TO ENCOURAGE THAT THE SONG RE-TAKE ITS PLACE IN THE USUAL MUSIC LINEUP

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, the Tiger Band and its superiors have the greatest of intentions for this University and its Students, and;

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, the Oh-We-Oh Song is a tradition at football games at this University, and;

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, the Oh-We-Oh Song ceased to be played following the football game against the University South Carolina because of profanity associated with the opponent’s choice of mascot, and;

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, the choice word which was included during the football game against the South Carolina Gamecocks was an isolated incident associated solely with the opposing team’s choice of mascot, and;

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, the Student Section of Tiger Stadium feels the language used during the chant while not playing against the University of South Carolina is not severe enough to warrant the banishment of the song, and

PARAGRAPH 6: WHEREAS, the Student Section of Tiger Stadium protests weekly by chanting without music to show their clear displeasure at the song’s cancellation

PARAGRAPH 7: THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AND AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE THAT we do not support the decision to banish the Oh-We-Oh Song from football games, feeling that the reasons for aforestated song’s dismissal do not merit the actions taken by Tiger Band officials. Furthermore we urge that the song re-take its place in the musical lineup the Tiger Band plays at each football game following touchdowns, thereby honoring students’ requests for the song’s return
PARAGRAPH 8:  THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A MAJORITY VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.

PARAGRAPH 9:  BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION BE TRANSMITTED TO LSU CHANCELLOR SEAN O’KEEFE, LSU HEAD OF MEDIA RELATIONS KRISTINE CALLOGNE, LSU SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR HERB VINCENT, AND TIGER BAND DIRECTORS FRANK WICKES AND LINDA MOOREHOUSE.

APPROVED:

J. COLORADO ROBERTSON, SPEAKER  MARY CASWELL ALSFELD, PRESIDENT

DATE  DATE